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Discussion Outline

• Institute introduction:  Sandra Thurman

• Participant introductions/elevator speech

• Storytelling

• Photography

• Graphic Design

• Q & A/open discussion
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Storytelling

• Human-to-human connections are at the core of every organization.  

– Ultimately, you’re dealing with people — your organization is saving lives, building capacity, 

improving health, impacting communities.

• Storytelling is a powerful technique for building relationships:

– It’s an age-old concept that brings people together and keeps them engaged. 

– It doesn’t matter where your organization is based or how much funding you have.  

– Good stories give big voices to small organizations — that’s why it’s critical that organizations 

take the time up front to fully develop their approaches to storytelling.

• Storytelling and marketing go hand-in-hand:

– Whether producing infographics, writing a report, creating online content, or making a 

Facebook post, you need to capture your audience’s attention.  In an age where we’re 

bombarded daily with things vying for our attention, storytelling is what can help your 

organization stand out.

• Storytelling is a powerful and actionable technique
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Storytelling

We tend to think of stories as things that might begin with “once upon a 

time,” present us Good Guys and Bad Guys, take us on a journey which is 

resolved, if we’re lucky, with a happy ending.  But how does a 

PowerPoint presentation fit into this scheme? Or a television spot 

promoting a particular product benefit? Or a marketing campaign that 

aims to associate your brand with a certain set of images and feelings?

–TIFFANI JONES BROWN, CONTENT STRATEGY LEAD AT PINTEREST

‘‘ ‘‘
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What is Storytelling?

O R G A N I Z AT I O N  S TO RY T E L L I N G  I S :

• The reason why your organization came to be

• What motivates your team to do the work you do every day

• How your services came to be

• What types of people find value in working with your organization and why

• A transparent view into the people behind your organization

• A relationship-building tool

• A concept that underscores your entire presence (web, print, etc.)

• Something that your entire team has input on and embraces

• A look into who you are as an organization

• Subtle

• Direct
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What is Storytelling?

O R G A N I Z AT I O N  S TO RY T E L L I N G  I S  N O T :

• A lengthy essay about your organization

• A blog post

• Insular/limited in scope

• A fragmented/patchy view into your organization

• Something done by just a communications team or one person only

• A public relations stunt

• Manipulative

• Boring

• Artsy
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Marketers have been telling brand 

stories for years through advertising, 

in-person brand experiences, and so on.

–SUSAN GUNELIUS VIA FORBES.COM

‘‘ ‘‘



Storytelling Content
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Storytelling Content

Content, whether for print or online media, can be difficult to write. Stories sometimes get lost in translation, causing 

the human interest behind our organizations to fall by the wayside.  If your organization is finding it difficult to 

describe what you do and why you matter to the people you help, let those same people tell the story for you.

• Many businesses feature “Success Stories” on their websites and print collateral that are written by the customers 

themselves.  Organizations can use the same approach.

• Contrary to popular belief, storytelling is not about your organization. It’s about the people who engage your services and 

the value they get when engaging with your organization and its services. 

• The most powerful stories are the ones that highlight your beneficiaries as the stars – think of your organization as a 

supporting character.

– Even the best people in the marketing world often get stuck on this concept. They’re worried about communicating the 

perfect message and confused about where this initiative should begin and with whom the responsibility lies.

– Don’t overthink this process. Storytelling is something that we do naturally, and often times we don’t even 

realize that we’re doing it.

• Storytelling is more than what you write on your website, a brochure, or in a report – it’s how you communicate your 

messaging and it’s your values. Your organization’s stories are values that are infused in everything you write.  
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How to Begin Storytelling

• Don’t think about marketing.

– Though it may sound counterintuitive, the key to successful marketing and telling a good story is to not think like a 

marketer.

– Don’t try to sell your organization – instead, focus on developing human interest. 

– Answer the question of why people should care about what your organization has to say and what you do.  This 

means being persuasive and appealing to emotion.

• Don’t let the words on a page hide the personalities behind your organization.

– Share more than just what you do.  Share strengths, weaknesses, and how your organization arrived at where you 

are now.

• Be conversational.

– Authenticity is crucial to copywriting. If you’re overly formal or on guard, you’ll lose trust with your audience; people 

can sense disingenuous messaging from miles away. Empty words and messaging can only hurt your organization.

• Be human.

– Pretend you’re talking to a new friend over tea — how would you describe to this person what your organization 

does?  

– Don’t talk down to people or show any lack of respect; your audience will stop listening/reading. 
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Honesty and transparency are 

important in brand storytelling. 

Yes, you’re crafting ‘stories,’ but 

they need to be rooted in the reality 

of your brand, products, and 

industry.

– SUSAN GUNELIUS, VIA FORBES

‘‘
‘‘
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How to Begin Storytelling

• Don’t dwell over using perfect grammar/sentence structure. You can always fix that. 

• Don’t get mired down in the minutiae of writing – focus on developing your messaging instead.

• Conversational writing means keeping it short. 

– Write down everything you want to say. Then cut it . . . and cut it again. This is not an 

academic presentation and you don’t need a minimum word count to convey information 

effectively.

• Write what you feel like writing

• Don’t let your stories get too long or unwieldy – too much writing will distract/lose your readers.

• Say what you need to say in as few words as possible. 

• There’s no need to try to sound smart. Your organization’s good work is what confirms you are 

smart and good at what you do.
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Creating Your Message Architecture

• Storytelling is more subtle than most people think. The ‘how’ matters just as 

much as the ‘what’. 

• Your organization’s message architecture is not coincidental. It takes careful 

strategic planning to position your messaging.  

• Focus on getting your messaging just right (good stories don’t appear out of 

nowhere)

• Craft your organization’s message architecture to underscore all of your 

communications. 

• Message architecture is a way to transform vague goals into real concepts. 



leadership
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Reliable
Choose Your Keywords
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Choosing Keywords to Put in Your Message Architecture

Brand strategists use a technique called a card sorting exercise.

1. Create a list of keywords that are relevant to your organization. These could be words that people you’ve provided 

services to have said about you as well as descriptions chosen by your own team members.

2. Write these keywords on note cards.

3. As a group, sort through the note cards to determine which words are most applicable to your organization. Separate 

these words from the words that aren’t relevant to your organization.

4. Review what’s left and rank the keywords in order of priority to your organization:  which are most relevant, and which 

aren’t? Because you’re working with note cards, you can organize these words visually.

5. Assemble these words into sentences that describe your organization.

6. Piece together your message architecture.

If possible, try to get your constituents involved in this process. One way is to interview them for case studies. What words and 

expressions are they using to describe your organization? The more interviews and service reviews you conduct, the more 

patterns you’ll start to see.  Let these people determine your messaging and define the voice behind your organization.



Message Architecture Worksheet

Communications Objectives

What do you want to highlight to your audiences?  What is the essential information, content, emotion, tone?

Audience Relevance/Resonance

Who are the key audiences for the messages? What is of particular relevance/resonance for these audiences? What matters to them?

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

Message Foundations

Are there existing sources of effective messaging that can be used to build the message architecture to ensure that material is consistent and comprehensive?

Strategic Plan

Program/Policy Document

Existing Communications Collateral

Media or External Material
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Unify Your Presence and Messaging

• Your organization’s story, message architecture, and identity should follow team members 

everywhere from blog posts to print collateral to media interviews. 

• Keep your organization’s identity as unified and consistent as possible. 

• The image you share with the world should be a genuine, authentic, and transparent view into 

your organization.

• Choose your words wisely.

– What you say is just important as how you say it.  What you say is just as important as how 

you say it. Use a tone, voice, and communication style that your audiences most value.

• Know your audience.
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Creating a Styleguide

Create a styleguide for your organization that provides guidance and instruction for all your 

communications

1. Jot some notes down about what people should hope to accomplish when reading your 

materials/visiting your website. 

2. Who do you expect to be reading/engaging with these materials?

3. What concepts would you like to be reinforced?

4. What do you want your audiences to feel after visiting your website/reading a piece of writing?

5. Tone:  What emotions should come across after somebody reads this story or section of your 

website?

6. Perspective:  Do you want your writers to communicate in the first, second, or third person? Who 

is telling the story? 

7. Voice:  Should the language be conversational, formal, or somewhere in between?

Your Style Guide and message architecture can be customized to any form of media. Whether you’re 

producing infographics, brand videos, e-books, or blog posts, the plan will ensure that your 

messaging is consistent across mediums. Writing is only one form of communication – be sure to 

invest time in creating structure behind everything that you produce about your organization.
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Key Takeaways

1. Human-to-human connections are the heart of marketing.  Storytelling is a technique that can reinforce these bonds.

2. Stories can give your organization a powerful voice, regardless of its size.

3. Tell your story through blog posts, About pages, videos, or infographics.

4. Formalize your story to build connections 

5. Storytelling is more than what you say – it’s how you communicate your message and connect with your target audiences.

6. Storytelling concepts are vague, abstract, and difficult to plan. Rely on card sorting exercises, message architecture maps, 

and brand styleguides to articulate your strategy and balance it across the team.

7. Brand stories are cross-functional commitments that should guide your entire organization.  Everyone in your organization 

should play a role in articulating your organization’s messaging.

8. Your beneficiaries define your organization. Study and truly understand what they’re saying about you. Identify patterns 

and hold these as valued concepts.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
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5 Tips for Better Pictures

1. Invest in a digital camera

2.Foreground and background

3.Don’t be afraid to zoom in

4.Capture the action

5.Experiment

• Take horizontal and vertical photos

• Take a variety of shots of the same subject

• High angle low angle
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Invest in a digital camera

• Doesn’t have to be expensive

• Popular brands

• Nikon

• Canon

• Sony

• 8-10 megapixels

• Training
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Foreground & Background
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Don’t be afraid to zoom in
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Don’t be afraid to zoom in
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Capture the action
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Capture the action
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Experiment
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Experiment
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Experiment
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GRAPHIC DESIGN
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5 Tips for Better Design

1. Limit the number of fonts you use

• Using lots of fonts makes your design difficult to read and tasks you with attempting to find ones that look good 

together

2. Respect the space of other elements on your page

• Give the objects and type on your page space to breathe; your design should be evenly spaced with no 

overcrowding of text, images, or shapes

3. Be clever with color

• Colors create visual harmony.  Use different tones of the same hue for consistency.

• Reverse out colors to make finer fonts easier to read/more prominent

4. Fonts have feelings too

• Font selection is critical in conveying the emotion of your copy

• Make sure your chosen typeface sings the song of your content. Typefaces with rounded edges are usually 

friendlier, hard edged geometric fonts (sans serifs) are solid and strong, while serifs convey an elegant and 

sophisticated persona. 

5. Keep it simple
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1.  Limit the number of fonts you use

Using lots of fonts makes your design difficult to read and tasks you with attempting to find ones that look good together. 

Use easy to read fonts for simple and effective design. The eye finds it hard to scan multiple typefaces, so stick to a simple 

collection of fonts.

FOR FONT’S SAKE

Limit the number of 
fonts you use.  Mix 
serif and sans-serif 
fonts

Oh dear.
When you use 
too many fonts
they all fight for 
attention!
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2.  Respect the Space of Elements on the Page

Give the objects and type on your page space to breathe; your design should be evenly spaced with no overcrowding of 

text, images, or shapes.  You don’t need to fill every blank part of the page – less is more.

The letter spacing on the word ‘Respect’ was decreased to give it a condensed effect, 

as a visual representation of space, or lack thereof.  

RESPECT

You can use letter spacing to fill dead space, aligning your 

lines of text up nicely or to tighten up words that take up 

too much space.  

Make sure you don’t reduce your letter spacing so much you can’t read it, nor increase it 

so much that the letters become detached from one another.
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3.  Be Clever with Color

• Colors create visual harmony.  Use different tones of the same hue for consistency.

• Reverse out colors to make finer fonts easier to read/more prominent

use colors of the same hue
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4.  Fonts Have Feelings, Too

• Font selection is critical in conveying the emotion of your copy

• Make sure your chosen typeface sings the song of your content. Typefaces with rounded edges are usually friendlier, 

hard edged, geometric fonts are solid and strong, and serifs convey an elegant and sophisticated persona. 

These are examples of 
the wrong types of 
fonts to use when 
conveying a serious 
message and/or data.

Correct

These are examples of the 

correct types of fonts to 

use when conveying a 

serious message and/or 

data.
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keep it simple.

Keep it simple, but don’t forget the basics. 

Use contrasting color combinations to ensure that your text is sharp and easy to 

read.  Don’t’ be afraid to play with transparencies for higher copy/image contrast.

Remember, if your message is cluttered on-screen or on the page, 

it’s cluttered in your audience’s mind as well.


